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Hereâ€™s everything a beginning radiography student needs to know! Introduction to Radiologic

Technology, 7th Edition offers a solid overview of your exciting career as a radiologic technologist.

After covering basic learning skills, this guide provides a historical perspective on radiology and

insight into key topics such as the language of medicine, digital and conventional imaging, patient

care, and radiation safety. Expert authors LaVerne T. Gurley and William J. Callaway describe the

classes you will take in your radiography program, the latest changes in the Registry exam, what will

be required in the practice setting, and your opportunities for advancement throughout your career.

An introduction to radiologic technology includes a concise overview of what to expect in your

coursework.Critical thinking skills are highlighted, with four important steps to take in assessing

situations and making informed decisions.Career guidelines discuss customer service, ethics and

professionalism, how to join professional organizations, and how to keep up with continuing

education requirements after graduation.A clear, easy-to-read style does not assume you have prior

knowledge of the subject matter.  New photographs accurately depict current equipment and

practice standards.An increased focus on digital imaging keeps you on the cutting edge of

technology.Updates include: Positioning terminologyProgram accreditationsDemographic

information for better communication with culturally diverse patientsA closer alignment of the book's

topics with ASRT Core Curriculum's section on fundamentals.
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Really easy to read for a textbook, on Chapter 5 now. It gives good advice on how to succeed as a

rad tech student and future rad tech as well. Has tons of information about healthcare. Great first

book, I'm starting the rad tech program in a week.

Ready to get excited about a career in radiologic technology? Don't read this book! It reads like an

owner's manual. Many times I found myself finishing a paragraph, barely awake, wondering what

the heck these authors are talking about, and went to Wikipedia to find a superior explanation of the

topic. Unfortunately, this book was required reading for my Rad Tech 101 class. If you need it for a

class, do yourself a favor and a get a used copy of the older edition for a couple of dollars. Don't

waste your money on a new copy of this book.

Has heavy hightlighting and underlining but I knew that prior to buying it. Otherwise a great book

and I cannot wait to start my program

When I got the book, the covers and pages were not bent or ripped or stained. There was

highlighting on the pages though. The book has a general over view over all the aspects of

radiologic technology. It's a good intro book!

Great book and really helpful information! It had a lot of great visuals and insight on the different

options in this field.

It's very good I had some time to read it before I purchase it.Now, I will order it thanks for the author

.

It work perfect for three clases that I took. Very easy to understand. A few errors but not to worry

about.

The book is better than I expected. It came when it was supposed to.
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